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Abstract

The development of distributed application in the standardized CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture) environments reduces the developing time and maintaining cost of the systems. Because of these advantages, the development of application is being progressed in the several fields using the CORBA environments.

The programmers in the CORBA environments usually develop the application programs using the CORBA IDL (Interface Definition Language). The IDL files are compiled by IDL compiler and translated into the stubs and skeleton codes which are mapped onto particular target language. The stubs produced by IDL compilers processes the marshaling a data into message buffer. Before a stub can marshal a data into its message buffer, the stub must ensure that the buffer has at least enough free space to contain the encoded representation of the data. But, the stubs produced by typical IDL compilers check the amount of free buffer space before every atomic data is marshaled, and if necessary, expand the message buffer. These repeated tests are wasteful and incidence of overheads, especially if the marshal buffer space must be continually expanded. Thus, the performance of the application program may be poor.

In this paper, we suggest the way that the stub code is maintain the enough free space before marshaling the data into message buffer. This methods were analyzes the overall storage requirements of every message that will be exchanged between client and server. For these analysis, in the Front End of compiler has maintain the information that the storage requirements and alignment constraints for data types. Thus, stub code is optimized and the performance of application program is increased.

I. Introduction

An IDL compiler accepts the IDL files representing the services that object of server support to the clients and generates the stub and skeleton code that is mapped onto particular programming language. The stub codes generated by IDL compiler marshal data into message buffer and the buffer must have at least enough free space to contain the encoded representation of the data. But, the stubs produced by typical IDL compilers check the amount of free buffer space before every atomic data is marshaled, and if necessary, expand the message buffer. These repeated tests are wasteful and incidence of overheads.[1][3][4][5][7][8]

In this paper, we propose and design the mechanism to solve the above problem. With this mechanism, stub code maintains the enough free space before marshalling...
the data into message buffer. Therefore the performance of the stub code is increased.

The second section of this paper is the overview of the CORBA and an IDL compiler and the third is specification to implement optimized IDL compiler.

II. The CORBA and An IDL Compiler

2.1 CORBA

The CORBA of OMG supports the interoperability between objects and transparency of request and reply in the distributed environment. In Fig 1., the client is the program that requests the method in the implementation object and wish to return the result value. The implementation object is the program that implements the attributes and operations of the object that clients require. The principle of client and implementation object is following. First, the client sends the service request to ORB. The ORB searches the implementation object to process the service request and direct it to implementation object. The corresponding implementation object serves the request using the operation and returns the result value through the ORB.

The CORBA consists of the followings.

Ω ORB

The ORB sends the request to implementation object and reply to client. Generally, the ORB supports the transparency of object location, object implementation, object execution state, and communication mechanism.

Ω IDL (Interface Definition Language)

The interface of object specifies the operation and types which is supported by object. In the CORBA, the interface of object is specified by IDL that is independent of programming language. The OMG IDL is not programming language, but declarative language. Thus, the implementation of object is implemented by different language.

Ω Client Stub and Skeleton

The client stub is the mechanism in which the client invokes the static request and send to object implementation. The skeleton is the mechanism that the static request is sent to object implementation. The client stub and skeleton is generated by IDL compiler using the OMG IDL interface definition.

Ω Dynamic Invocation

The CORBA system supports the generation of request through the dynamic invocation interface using the interface repository which stores interface information during the run-time.[1][2][3][7][9][11]

![Fig 1. structure of CORBA](image)

2.2 IDL Compiler

An IDL compiler is generally different from general-purpose compiler that generates the machine code. An IDL compiler is software that reads the IDL files representing the service that object of server supports to the clients and translates an IDL file into the stubs and skeleton codes which are mapped onto particular programming language.

Shown as Fig 2., an IDL compiler reads the IDL file as input and generates the client, object implementation, stub, and skeleton code as output which are mapped onto particular programming language. Finally, the programs executed in ORB were generated by particular programming language compiler with stub code, client program and skeleton code,
and object implementation program. Especially, each of the stub and skeleton code can separately be generated with different programming language in CORBA. Thus, the previously implemented program is compatible with program implemented in other programming language.[3][5][6]

![Diagram of IDL compiler](image)

**Fig 2. Role of IDL compiler**

The Fig 3. shows the major component of CORBA IDL.

```
Module <identifier> {
    <type declarations>;
    <constant declarations>;
    <exception declarations>;
}
```

**Fig 3. Structure of IDL file**

An IDL specifies the ability, representation type, character related with interface of object. At this point of view, the CORBA interface is collection of operations, attributes, data types and can be inherited from other interfaces.[4][5][7][8][9]

The functions of components are the followings.

- **module**: offers name scope.
- **interface**: supports a multiple inheritance.
- **operation**: is an identifiable entity that denotes a service that can be requested.
- **data type**: basic types - short, long, unsigned long, short, float, double, char, boolean, octet, etc constructed types - enum, string, struct, array, union, sequence, any, etc.

**III. Method of increasing performance in the previous compiler and Propose**

An IDL compiler is generate the two stub routines and other codes mapped onto C++ code. One is skeleton code that appears skeleton class for object implementation in the C++ mapping. Other is client stub that mapped onto proxy class. Two stub is contains routine for reciprocal action among objects implementation. Thus, the distributed application is produced using class generated by IDL compiler.

This paper is implemented using omniORB 2.7. An IDL compiler, omnididl consists front end using CFE and back end take charge of C++ mapping. In the omniORB 2.7, the client is gain the reference about object for calling operation of object. The reference is gain by translate the stringified representation generated by identical ORB or the result of object operation. The ORB is generate the proxy local representation about the object in case of the object is remote.
object in the other address space. Side of clients, the proxy object is identifies with object implementation. When the client is request the operation to proxy object, the ORB is transport the invocation to remote object. The CORBA is not stipulate how to transport the request. But, The CORBA is constraints support the IIOP that is up-level of TCP/IP.

In Fig 4., shows the progress of process, when the client is request the operation in the remote address.

![Diagram](image)

Fig 4. Progress of process to remote request

The client is essentially through the marshal data into message, when the client request the remote operation.

Before a stub can marshal a data into its message buffer, the stub must ensure that the buffer has at least enough free space to contain the encoded representation of the data. But, the stubs produced by typical IDL compilers check the amount of free buffer space before every atomic data is marshaled, and if necessary, expand the message buffer. These repeated tests are wasteful and incidence of overheads. Therefore, we have gain the performance of application by efficient buffer management, we suggest the way that support the marshaling buffer management through the following progress. First, we analyzes the overall storage requirements of every message that will be exchanged between client and server. For these analysis, in the Front End of compiler has maintain the information that need for the storage requirements and alignment constraints to every data types. The value of alignment is need for GIOP protocol, because of message is take relative value based on start address about every type. For example, the case of real type has take a size of 8 byte and alignment method is multiple of 8. Besides, the value is need for distinguish the fixed or variable include in each message. This is distinguished three types. First, the variable is fixed size. The second, variable and take maximum value. Final, not variable and not take maximum value. In this paper, considering the first case and optimized. Others are difficult to predict the size of marshaling buffer and the check of marshaling buffer size is need once.

In this paper, we add the routine that analyzes the overall storage requirements of every message at compile time and maintain the enough free space before marshaling the data into message buffer. Thus, we have with profit reduced the unnecessary check of marshaling buffer size or continuously expand the message buffer, then the performance of compiler is increased.

### IV. Conclusion

The development of distributed application in the standardized CORBA(Common Object Request Broker Architecture) environments reduces the developing time and maintaining cost of the systems. Because of these advantages, the development of application is being progressed in the several fields using the CORBA environments.

The programmers in the CORBA environments usually develop the application programs using the CORBA
IDL (Interface Definition Language). The IDL files are compiled by IDL compiler and translated into the stubs and skeleton codes which are mapped onto particular target language. The stubs produced by IDL compilers processes the marshaling a data into message buffer. Before a stub can marshal a data into its message buffer, the stub must ensure that the buffer has at least enough free space to contain the encoded representation of the data. But, the stubs produced by typical IDL compilers check the amount of free buffer space before every atomic data is marshaled, and if necessary, expand the message buffer. These repeated tests are wasteful and incidence of overheads, especially if the marshal buffer space must be continually expanded. Thus, the performance of the application program may be poor.

In this paper, we remove the routine that checks the required marshal buffer space for every atomic data with the traditional IDL compiler, add the routine that analyzes the overall storage requirements of every message at compile time, and then maintain the enough free space beforemarshaling the data into message buffer. Thus, stub code is optimized and the performance of application program is increased.

The study of future is to increase the performance of fixed-size and variable argument marshaling.
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